PRESS INFORMATION from
New Doughty products for small studio spaces
Doughty Engineering launched three new products at IBC 2012, two of them
designed specifically for smaller studios.
Shown for the first time at IBC, Doughty's lightweight spring
Pantograph is ideal for smaller TV and photographic studios.
Available in aluminium or black anodised finish, the lightweight
Pantograph comes in two sizes, 2m and 3m with a load rating of 010kg, making it suitable for lighter weight luminaires.
Complementing Doughty's Quick Trigger range of clamps, the
Baby Quick Trigger clamp is intended for use on smaller truss
sizes, adjustable to diameters of 25mm up to 38mm.
Made from high tensile aluminum and with a safe working load of 40 kg, it
captivates an M8 or M10 bolt. With TÜV approval pending, the Baby Quick
Trigger Clamp is available in polished aluminum or satin black.
The main feature of Doughty’s stand was the Studio Rail Walk Along Track
Kit, a neat and inexpensive solution for smaller studios and venues. Available
in silver or black and a choice of 12 lengths, from 4m to 15m, the kit enables
Studio Rail Walk Along Track to be quickly and easily installed by anyone
without the need for special tools. A simple plate ensures perfect alignment of
the rail every time and a range of rail curves increases the product’s
versatility. The Doughty Studio Rail Walk Along Track is maintenance free,
other than regular load tests, and the kits contain all the parts required for
assembly with the exception of suspension brackets, which should be ordered
separately to suit the type of installation.
Also new for IBC was a range of powder-coated steel TV Monitor Brackets
which take up to 60" screens. Capable of being fitted with a spigot, receiver or
various clamps, the brackets offer a 0-45 degree forward tilt.
All Doughty brand products are manufactured in the UK and subjected to the
most rigorous testing including, where necessary, to TÜV standards.
For more information, contact us at infopap@prolyte.com.

